Abstract. Local Process Models (LPM) describe structured fragments of process behavior occurring in the context of less structured business processes. Traditional LPM discovery aims to generate a collection of process models that describe highly frequent behavior, but these models do not always provide useful answers for questions posed by process analysts aiming at business process improvement. We propose a framework for goal-driven LPM discovery, based on utility functions and constraints. We describe four scopes on which these utility functions and constrains can be defined, and show that utility functions and constraints on different scopes can be combined to form composite utility functions/constraints. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of our approach by presenting several actionable business insights discovered with LPM discovery on two real life data sets.
Introduction
Process Mining [1] has emerged as a new discipline aiming at the improvement of business processes through the analysis of event data recorded by information systems. Such event logs capture the different steps (events) that are recorded for each instance of the process (case), and record for each of those steps what was done, by whom, for whom, where, when, etc. Process discovery, one of the main tasks in the process mining field, is concerned with the discovery of an interpretable model from this event log such that this model accurately describes the process. The process models obtained give insight in what is happening in the process, and can be used as a starting point for different types of further analysis, e.g. bottleneck analysis [14] , and checking compliance with rules and regulations [18] . Many algorithms have been proposed for process discovery, e.g., [3, 13, 11, 12, 5] (see Section 2) .
One type of process discovery is Local Process Model (LPM) discovery [22, 21] , which is concerned with the discovery of a ranking of process models, where each individual LPM describes only a subset of the process activities. Each LPM describes one frequent pattern in a process model notation (e.g. Petri net [15] , BPMN [16] , or UML activity diagram [7] ). This gives an LPM the full expressive power of the respective process model notation and allows it to represent more complex non-binary relations that cannot be expressed in declarative process models. LPMs aim to describe frequent local pieces of behavior, therefore, LPMs can be seen as a special form of frequent pattern mining [6] where each pattern is a process model. However, LPMs are not limited to subsequences [20] or episodes [10] . A recent trend in the frequent pattern mining field is to incorporate utility into the pattern selection framework, such that not just the most frequent patterns are discovered, but instead patterns are discovered that address typical business concerns, such as the patterns that represent high financial costs. Shen et al. [19] were the first to introduce utility-based itemset mining. Since then, utility-based pattern mining has spread to different types of pattern mining, including sequential pattern mining [23] . Utility-based pattern mining techniques assume that the value of each data point with respect to a certain business question is known and then discover the optimal patterns in terms of the value that they represent.
Imagine a Purchase-to-Pay process and as a process analyst we are interested in where in the process the employees of the company spend most of their time. Figure 1 shows two LPMs that could be discovered from such an event log. Figure  1a is a process fragment that describes the creation of a purchase order, which is followed by both the sending of the order and the recording of the receipt in an arbitrary order. This process fragment is frequent, as they are required steps for each order. Figure 1b describes a process fragment where the order is canceled after the price or the vendor of the order is changed. Even though the process fragment of Figure 1b is likely to be infrequent, it will take considerable resources of the department as canceling an order is an undesired action and considerable time will be spend trying to prevent it. Existing support-based LPM discovery [22] would not be able to discover Figure 1b because of its low frequency, motivating the need for utility-based LPM discovery.
In this paper we propose a framework to discover LPMs based on their utility in the context of a particular business question. Furthermore, we give an extensive overview of utility functions and their relevance in a BPM context. The techniques described in this paper have been implemented in the ProM process mining framework [4] as part of the LocalProcessModelDiscovery 1 package.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 introduces the basic concepts used in this paper. Section 4 introduces utility functions and constraints in the context of LPMs. In Section 5 we demonstrate utility-based LPM discovery on two real-life event logs and show that we can obtain actionable insights. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related Work
In this section we discuss two areas of related work. First we discuss existing work in process discovery and position Local Process Model (LPM) discovery in the process discovery landscape. Secondly, we discuss related work from the pattern mining field.
Process Discovery
Process discovery techniques can be classified in several dimensions. Some process discovery techniques discover formal process models, where the behavior allowed by the model is formally defined, while others discover informal process models with unclear semantics. Orthogonally, process discovery algorithms can be classified in end-to-end (global) techniques that produce models that describe the logged process executions fully from start to end, and pattern-based (local) techniques that produce models that describe the behavior of the log only partially. Table 1 provides a classification of some existing process discovery techniques, and shows that LPM discovery is the only technique available which provides models that are both formal and local.
Interest-driven Pattern Mining
LPMs are able to express a richer set of relations (e.g. loops, XOR-constructs, concurrency) than sequential pattern mining techniques, which are limited to the sequential constructs. The mining of patterns driven by the interest of an analyst is known in the pattern mining field as high-utility pattern mining. Several high-utility sequential pattern mining algorithms have been proposed [23, 9, 24] . Sequential pattern mining techniques take as input a sequence database, a concept which is closely related to event logs in process mining. Sequence databases consist of sequences of tasks (called items). Some pattern mining techniques additionally assume the timestamp of each item to be logged. Sequence databases are not as rich as events logs found in process mining, where many data attributes are logged both for events and cases.
A second approach to interest-driven pattern mining pattern is constraintbased sequential pattern mining. In contrast to high-utility pattern mining, which gives preference to more useful patterns, constraint-based pattern mining completely removes non-useful ones. Pei et al. [17] provides a categorization of pattern constraints, consisting of four types of constraints on the ordering of items in the pattern and two types of constraints on the timestamps of the items in the log that are instances of a pattern. This richer notion of an event log allows us to define utility and constraints in a more flexible way (e.g. using event or case properties) compared to high-utility pattern mining techniques which define utility as mapping from an item type to utility and constraint-based pattern mining which limit the utility definition to ordering information and the time domain.
Basic Definitions
In this section we introduce notations related to event logs, Petri nets, and Local Process Models (LPMs), which are used in later sections of this paper.
Events, Traces, and Event Logs
For a given set A, A * denotes the set of all sequences over A and σ = a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n is a sequence of length n, where σ(i) = a i . is the empty sequence and σ 1 σ 2 is the concatenation of sequences σ 1 and σ 2 . σ A is the projection of σ on A, e.g. a, b, c, a, b, c {a,c} = a, c, a, c .
Let E be the event universe, i.e., the set of all possible event identifiers. We assume that events are characterized by various properties, e.g., an event has a timestamp, corresponds to an activity, is performed by a particular resource, etc. We do not impose a specific set of properties, however, we assume that two of these properties are the activity and timestamp of an event, i.e., there is a function π activity : E → A that assigns to each event an activity from a finite set of process activities A, and a function π time : E → T that maps each event to the time domain T . In general, we write π p (e) to obtain the value of any property p of event e.
An event log is a set of events, each linked to one trace and globally unique, i.e., the same event cannot occur twice in a log. A trace in a log represents the execution of one case. A trace is a finite non-empty sequence of events σ∈E * such that each event appears only once and time is non-decreasing, i.e., for 1≤i<j≤|σ| : σ(i) =σ(j) and π time (σ(i))≤π time (σ(j)). C is the set of all possible traces. An event log is a set of traces L⊆C such that each event appears at most once in the entire log.
Given a trace and a property, we often need to compute a sequence consisting of the value of this property for each event in the trace. To this end, we lift the function π p that maps an event to the value of its property p, in such a way that we can apply it to sequences of events (traces). A partial function f ∈ A Y with domain dom(f ) can be lifted to sequences over A using the following recursive definition: (1) f ( ) = ; (2) for any σ ∈ A * and x ∈ A:
π activity (σ) transforms a trace σ to a sequence of its activities. For example, for trace σ= e 1 , e 2 with π activity (e 1 )=a and π activity (e 2 )=b: π activity (σ)= a, b .
Traces themselves can also have properties, e.g., a case represented by trace σ∈L can be associated with a branch of the company where the process was executed. We write φ p (σ) to obtain the value of any property p of a case represented by trace σ.
The class diagram in Figure 2 is obtained from [1] and it conceptualizes basic logging concepts in process mining. For now, ignore the annotations on the right side of the classes (T,E,A,M ). A process model consists of a set of process activities and a connector connects elements of the process models to those activities.
Petri nets
A process model notation that is frequently used in the process mining area is the Petri net.
Definition 1 (Labeled Petri net).
A labeled Petri net N = P, T, F, Σ M , is a tuple where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions such that
is a set of directed arcs, called the flow relation, Σ M is a finite set of labels representing activities, and : T Σ M is a labeling function that assigns a label to transitions. Unlabeled transitions, i.e., t∈T with t ∈dom(l), are referred to as τ -transitions, or invisible transitions.
For a node n ∈ P ∪T we use •n and n• to denote the set of input and output nodes of n, defined as •n = {n |(n , n)∈F } and n• = {n |(n, n )∈F } . A state of a Petri net is defined by its marking M ∈N P being a multiset of places. A marking is graphically denoted by putting M (p) tokens on each place p ∈ P . State changes occur through transition firings. A transition t is enabled (can fire) in a given marking M if each input place p ∈ •t contains at least one token. Once a transition fires, one token is removed from each input place of t and one token is added to each output place of t, leading to a new marking M defined as
Often it is useful to consider a Petri net in combination with an initial marking and a set of possible final markings. This allows us to define the language accepted by the Petri net and to check whether some behavior is part of the behavior of the Petri net (can be replayed on it).
Definition 2 (Accepting Petri net). An accepting Petri net is a triple APN =(N, M 0 , MF ), where N is a labeled Petri net, M 0 ∈ N P is its initial marking, and MF ⊆ N P is its set of possible final markings, such that
The language L(APN ) of APN is the set of all label sequences belonging to its traces, i.e., if σ is a trace, then l(σ)∈L(APN ). We refer the interested reader to [15] for a more thorough introduction of Petri nets.
Local Process Models
LPMs [22] are process models that describe the behavior seen in the event log only partially, focusing on frequently observed behavior. Typically, LPMs describe the behavior of only up to 5 activities. LPMs can be represented in any process modeling notation, such as BPMN [16] , UML [7] , or EPC [8] . Here we use Petri nets to represents LPMs. A technique to generate a ranked collection of LPMs through iterative expansion of candidate process models is proposed in [22] . The search space of process models is fixed, depending on the event log. We define LPMS (L) as the set of possible LPMs that can be constructed for given event log L. We refer the reader to [22] for a detailed description of search space LPMS (L).
To evaluate a given LPM on a given event log L, its traces σ∈L are first projected on the set of activities Σ M in the LPM, i.e., σ =σ Σ M . The projected trace σ is then segmented into γ-segments that fit the behavior of the LPM and λ-segments that do not fit the behavior of the LPM, i.e., σ =λ 1 γ 1 λ 2 γ 2 · · · λ n γ n λ n+1 such that γ i ∈L(LPM ) and λ i ∈L(LPM ). We define Γ σ,LP M to be a function that projects trace σ on the LPM activities and obtains its subsequences that fit the LPM, i.e., Γ σ,LP M = γ 1 γ 2 . . . γ n .
Let our LPM under evaluation be the Petri net of Figure 3a and let Figure  3b be our trace σ, with π activity (σ) = A, B, X, B, C, C, A, B, C, B, B, X . Projection on the activities of the LPM gives π activity (σ) {A,B,C} = A, B, B, C, C, A, B, C, B, B . Figure 3c shows the segmentation the projected traces on the LPM, leading to π activity (Γ σ,LP M ) = A, B, B, C, A, B, C, B, B . The segmentation starts with an empty non-fitting segment λ 1 , followed by fitting segment γ 1 = A, B, B, C , which completes one run through the model from initial to final marking. The second event C in σ cannot be replayed on LP M , since it only allows for one C and γ 1 already contains a C. This results in a non-fitting segment λ 2 = C . γ 2 = A, B, C, B, B again represents a run through the model from initial to final marking, and λ 3 = D does not fit the LPM. We lift segmentation function Γ to event logs, Γ L,LP M ={Γ σ,LP M |σ∈L}. An alignment-based [2] implementation of such a segmentation function Γ is proposed in [22] .
We define activities(a, L)=|{e∈σ|σ∈L∧π activity (e)=a}| as a function that maps each activity in event log L to its occurrence frequency. activities(L) represents the multiset with the frequencies of all activities that occur in L. events(L) = {e∈σ|σ∈L} is the set of events of L. Note that functions activities and events can also be applied to Γ L,LP M , which is itself an event log.
Local Process Model Constraints and Utility Functions
The discovery of Local Process Models (LPMs) can be steered towards the business needs of the process analyst by using a combination of constraints and utility functions. Constraints can for example be used to find fragments of process behavior that lead to a loan application getting declined, or to find fragments that only describe loan applications above e15 K and never those below. Utility functions can be used to discover LPMs that give insight in which fragments of process behavior are associated with high financial costs or long time delays.
Constraints are requirements that the LPM has to satisfy, therefore, we define constraints as functions that result in 1 when the requirement holds and is 0 when it does not hold. In a general sense they are defined as a function c : X → {0, 1} where X is the scope on which the function operates. We distinguish four different scopes on which X can be defined: trace-level (T), event-level (E), activity-level (A), and model-level (M). The class diagram in Figure 2 contains annotations which indicate which classes are included in each of the scopes.
Utility functions indicate to what degree an LPM is expected to be interesting and helpful to answer the business question of the process analyst at hand, and are defined as functions f : X → R. Like constraints, utility functions can be defined on the four scopes indicated in the class diagram of Figure 2 .
Multiple utility functions and constraints can be combined to form one composite function that describes the total utility of an LPM given log L. Given constraints c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n and utility functions f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f k , the composite utility u is defined as:
An LPM needs to satisfy all constraints c i in order to have a utility larger than zero, i.e., ∃c i (L, LP M )=0 =⇒ u(L, LP M )=0. Where the original LPM discovery method [22] selects and ranks LPMs based on support, utility allows for goal-oriented selection and ranking, i.e., LPMs are ranked based on their utility.
Utility functions and constrains of the trace, activity, and event-level scopes are all defined on a combination of an LPM and the event log. They define the utility of an LPM based on a function of log L and its fragments that fit LP M , given by Γ L,LP M . The trace, event, and activity-level scopes differ in the perspectives on L and Γ L,LP M on which they operate. The model-level scope is defined solely on the LPM itself, and ignores the log argument L. Which concrete utility/constraint functions should be used depends on the business question of the process analyst. Figure 4 shows the arguments of utility and constraint functions on the four scopes. In the sections that follow we discuss definitions and properties of constraints and utility functions on each of these scopes and discuss several of their use cases.
Trace-level Constraints and Utility Functions
Trace-level utility functions are the most general class of utility functions that are defined on the event log. Trace-level utility functions calculate the utility of an LPM by aggregating the utility over the trace-fragments that fit the LPM behavior and allow the utility of fitting trace fragment to depend on the events in the trace fragment, their event properties, and properties of the case itself. Trace level-utility can for example be used to discover LPMs that describe the events that explain a high share of the total financial cost associated to a case, or a high share of the total running time of a case.
event-level Ali gnm ent -ba sed A trace-level utility function is a function f t (L, Γ L,LPM ) that indicates the utility of the fitting trace fragments in Γ L,LPM . Consider the LPM of Figure 3a , the example log consisting of one trace σ in Figure 3b , and the segmentation of σ on the LPM of Figure 3c . Assume that σ has a case property total cost which indicates the total cost of the trace. An example of a trace-level utility function is f
φ total cost (σ ) which discovers LPMs that explain a large share of the total trace costs. Another example is a function f
, which results in LPMs where the behavior described typically occurs in short time intervals. Trace-level constraints put requirements on the fitting trace segments Γ L,LPM . All trace-level utility functions can be transformed into trace-level constraints by adding thresholds for a minimal or maximal value of the function.
Event-level Constraints and Utility Functions
Event-level utility functions and constraints can be used when the business question of the process stakeholder concerns certain event properties, but does not concern the trace-context of those events. Such utility functions can e.g. be used to discover LPMs that describe process behavior fragments with high financial cost. Constraints on this level can e.g. be used to limit LPMs that solely describe events that are executed by certain resources, or, in certain time periods. The trace-level scope is more expressive than the event-level scope, allowing the analyst to formulate more complex utility functions and constraints, but at the same time, it makes it harder to formulate such functions compared to the more restricted event-level scope.
An event-level utility function is a function f (events(L), events(Γ L,LPM )) that indicates the utility of the fitting events in Γ L,LPM . For the LPM, trace, and segmentation of Figure 3 , an example event-level utility function is f 1 (events(L), events(Γ L,LPM ))= e∈events(ΓL,LPM ) π cost (e) which discovers LPMs with high costs. Note that L itself is also in the domain, allowing us to formulate a utility function that optimizes the share of utility explained per activity f 2 (events(L),
e∈events(L) πcost (e)×(πactivity (e)=a)
.
An event level constraint is a function c (events(L), events(Γ L,LPM )) and puts constraints on the events in events(Γ L,LPM ). An example is
, results in LPMs with a total value of at least e 500, or c 2 (events(L), events(Γ L,LPM )) = ∀ e∈Γ L,LP M π cost (e) ≥ 100, which results in LPMs that never represent events with a value of less than e 100. Note that c 2 does not hold for our example trace and LPM, where the event with id 8 fits the LPM but only has value e 50. Therefore, this LPM will not be found by the LPM discovery technique when we use constraint c 2 .
Activity-level Constraints and Utility Functions
Activity-level utility functions and constraints define the utility of an LPM based on the frequency of occurrence of each activity in log L and in Γ L,LP M . Activitylevel utility functions can for example be used by the process analyst to specify that he is more interested in some activities of high impact (e.g., lawsuits, security breaches, etc.) than in others, resulting in LPMs that describe the frequent behavior before and after such events. With activity-level constraints the process analyst can set a hard constraint on activity occurrences. The stakeholder/analyst can specify a function f a 1 (activities(L), activities(Γ L,LPM )), which indicates how interested he is in each activity. Note that a utility function with equal importance assigned to all activities, i.e., f a (activities(L), activities(Γ L,LPM )) = |activities(Γ L,LPM )|, results in support-based LPM discovery as described in [22] .
Such utility functions can for example be used to get insight in the relations with other activities of some particular high-impact activities that the process analyst is interested in. Note that the occurrence of such activities in the log can be infrequent, in which case traditional LPM discovery without the use of utility functions and constraints is unlikely to return LPMs that concern those activities.
Adding a transition representing a zero-utility activity to an LPM can never increase its total utility, therefore, activity-level utility functions that assign zero value to some activities speed up discovery by limiting the LPM search space LPMS (L), because LPMs with zero-utility activities do not have to be evaluated.
Model-level Utility Constraints and Utility Functions
Model-level utility functions and constrains can be used when a process analyst has preference or requirements for specific structural properties of the LPM. They have the form f m (LP M ) and c m (LP M ), i.e., they are independent of the log and dependent only on the LPM itself. When a process analyst for example wants to analyze the behavior that leads to the execution of a certain activity a which he is interested in, he can use a model-level constraint that enforces that all elements of L(LP M ) end with a.
Generally we are interested in models that somehow represent the event log. Therefore, model-level utility functions and constraints are often not very useful on their own, but they become useful when combining them with utility functions and constraints on the event log, i.e., on the activity-level, event-level, or trace-level.
Γ L,LPM does not need to be calculated to determine whether a model-level constraint is satisfied, because model-level constraints are defined solely on the model. Therefore, model-level constraints can also be used to speed up LPM discovery by limiting the search space of models LPMS (L) to its subspace for which the model-level constraints hold.
Composite Utility Functions
Utility functions and constraints on the different levels can be combined into one single utility function. In the beginning of this section we defined the utility of a LPM for a given event log in the following way:
The individual constraints c i and the individual utility functions f i can be defined on any of the levels discussed in the previous sections to form one composite, possibly multi-level, utility function. The total utility u is defined as an unweighted sum over the individual utility functions f i . Note that this still allows the process analyst to give priority to one utility function over another, as weights can be included as a part of the utility function itself by multiplying the utility function with a constant.
The presented framework of utility functions and constraints generalizes the method described in [22] and all LPM quality metrics presented there are instantiations of utility functions. An example is the support metric, which is an activity-level utility function. The minimum threshold for support as proposed in [22] is an example of an activity-level constraint. Another quality metric introduced in [22] is determinism, which is inversely proportional to the average number of enabled transitions in LPM during replay of the aligned event log. Determinism is an example of a composite utility function, consisting of a modellevel and a trace-level component.
Note that the trace-level and event-level utility functions are not limited to continuous-valued properties. Many event logs contain ordinal event properties, such as risk, or, impact, which can take values such as low, medium, or high. Event-level utility functions can be applied to such event properties by specifying a mapping from the possible ordinal values to continuous values.
Case Studies
In this section we describe two case studies on real life event logs. The first log originates from an IT service desk of a large Dutch financial institution. The second log originates from the traffic fine handling process by the Italian police.
IT Service Desk
The IT service desk event log 2 is an event log that was made publicly available as part of the Business Process Intelligence Challenge 2014. The data set contains incident events which represent disruptions of IT-services within a large financial institution. Each incident event is associated with one or more interactions, which represent the calls and e-mails to the service desk agents that are related to this incident. When an incident occurs, it is assigned to an operator, who either solves the issue, or reassigns it to a colleague having more knowledge. For each incident event several properties are recorded, amongst others:
Service Component WBS This is a number that identifies the service component involved in the incident. Configuration Item This contains the type (i.e., laptop, server, software application, etc.) of the service component that the incident concerns. Each service component WBS belongs to one configuration item. Impact The impact of the service disruption to the customers as assessed by the operator. This property takes integer values from 1 to 5. Closure code A code which classifies the cause of the service disruption, e.g., user error, software error, hardware error. CausedBy Incidents of a service component have another service component as root cause of the service disruption. This field contains the service component WBS number of the root cause service component. Number of interactions The number of calls to the IT service desk that are related to this incident. Number of reassignments The number of times that this incident was reassigned from one IT service desk operator to another.
We group together events by their service component WBS number, creating one case per service component consisting of incidents that these service components are involved in. We set the activity label of each incident event to a combination of the closure code and the causedBy attribute separated by the pipe character (|). The resulting event log contains 313 traces, 25,262 events and 944 activities.
Assume now that we are a process analyst concerned with the business question: "which process fragments are related to high numbers of e-mails and phone calls to the IT service desk?". To answer this question we formulate utility function f (events(L), events(Γ L,LPM )) = e∈events(Γ L,LPM ) π number of interactions (e). Figure 5 shows the two LPMs with the highest utility that we discovered from the IT service desk event log using this utility function.
The total utility of the top LPM of Figure 5 is 1175, indicating that the behavior of this LPM explains 1175 calls and e-mails to the IT service desk. The LPM shows that in total 1262 calls and e-mails to the IT service desk were associated with incidents with closure code software application that were caused by WBS000073, 1164 of which were associated with such an incident that fits the LPM. Only one single incident with this closure code and causedBy number out of the total 89 in the log fit the LPM behavior, however, this single incident had high impact as it caused 1164 of the 1262 interactions. Finally, the LPM ends with an incident with closure code No error -works as designed. This indicates that this software application contains a feature that is working properly according to the IT service desk ("works as designed"), while bank employees perceive it as a problem, resulting in a lot of traffic to the IT service desk. Because only one single software application | WBS000073 incident fits the behavior of this LPM, one could say that it describes an anomaly rather than a pattern. Note that the discovery of such anomaly-type LPMs is a result of the way we defined our utility function, which allows for highly skewed distribution of utility over events.
The second LPM shows a similar pattern, but it concerns incidents caused by server based software application WBS000095. This LPM has a total utility of 504, meaning that it describes in total 504 calls and e-mails to the IT service desk. The model shows that 60 out of 61 user errors are eventually followed by an incident with closure code No error -works as designed. These 60 incidents together generate 62 interactions with the IT service desk. Note that 399 data incidents related to this software application, causing 428 interactions with the service desk, also resulted in an incident with this closure code.
In the two LPMs we see that two service components (WBS000073 and WBS000095 ) are the main cause of call and e-mails to the IT service desk. Furthermore, for both service components, the LPMs end in No error -works as designed events, which could indicate that such problems could be prevented.
Traffic Fines
The road traffic fine management event log 3 is an event log where each case refers to a traffic fine. Each case starts with a create fine event, which has a property amount that specifies the amount of the fine. Payment events have a paymentAmount property, which indicates how much has been paid. Payment of the total fine amount can be spread out over multiple payments. Some fines are paid directly to the police officer when the fine is given, and some are sent by mail, in which case there is a send fine event. Send fine events have a property expense, which contains an additional administrative cost which adds to the total amount that has to be paid. When a fine is not paid in time, an add penalty event occurs which has an amount property that updates the fine amount set in the create fine event. If a fine is still not paid after the added penalty it is send for credit collection. Furthermore, a fine can be appealed at the prefecture and, at a later stage, can be appealed in court. In total the traffic fines event log contains 150,370 traces, 561,470 events, and 11 activities.
Assume we are a process analyst concerned with the business question: "which process fragments describe fines where the remaining amount to be paid is high?". Figure 6 shows the top three LPMs that we discovered from the traffic fine log using a trace-level utility function that defines utility as the remaining amount that is still to be paid at the time of the event. This utility function has a tracelevel scope, as it is calculated from the latest seen amount in the case (either from a create fine or add penalty event) plus the expense fee if there is a send fine event minus the paymentAmount values of all payment events seen in the trace so far.
The first LPM in Figure 6 shows that in total e 5.83 million has been created in fines, out of which e 5.60 million was either send to credit collection or payments have been received for them. The remaining e 200 thousand correspond to recent fines that have not yet been paid but are not yet due to be sent for credit collection. The total amount of payments received after a create fine event is e 731 thousand, which is surprisingly low comparable to the total of e 5.83 million. Noteworthy is that fines representing a total value of e 6.43 million are Fig. 6 . The top three LPMs in terms of total utility as discovered from the traffic fine log, using remaining amount to pay as utility.
send to credit collection, which is even more than the fines representing a value of e 5.83 million that were created in the first place. That the total value of fines at credit collection is higher than the total value of fines that were handed out is because of added penalties and, to a lesser degree, added expenses. Finally, fines representing a value of e 6.32 million that were sent to credit collection out of the total e 6.43 million value of fines that were sent to credit collection fit the control flow pattern of the LPM, i.e., they occur after a create fine and are in an XOR-construct with payment events. Since we know that all traces start with a create fine event, the only possible explanation left is that fines representing a value of e 6.32 million that were sent to credit collection have not received a single payment before being send to credit collection, while for the remaining fines representing a value of e 110 thousand that were sent to credit collection at least one partial payment of the fine was already received. The second LPM in Figure 6 shows that fines representing a value of e 3.15 out of the total value of fines of e 5.83 million was either sent to credit collection or appealed at the prefecture. The appeal procedure starts with an insert data appeal to prefecture event which is later followed by a send appeal to prefecture event. The LPM shows that for the appealed fines, the total value is e 378 thousand at the time of insert date appeal to the prefecture, but added penalties for late paying raise the total appealed amount to e 570 thousand at the time that the appeal is actually send to prefecture. This means appealed fines on average multiply 1.5x in value during the appeal procedure as a result of penalties being added for the payment term being overdue. Finally, the numbers in the send for credit collection transition show that only a very small portion of the total value of fines that were sent to credit collection were followed by an appeal procedure.
The third LPM in Figure 6 shows a pattern similar to the second LPM, with the difference that it now describes two later steps in the appeal to prefecture procedure. At the receive result appeal from prefecture step there is a total value of e 138 thousand. This is considerably lower than the fines representing values of e 378 thousand and e 570 thousand respectively that we found for the earlier steps of the appeal procedure. This shows that there are appealed fines representing a value of e 570 thousand -e 138 thousand = e 432 thousand which did not receive the appeal results. These appeals were either withdrawn before the verdicts on these appeals were made, or these appeals are still waiting for a verdict. Furthermore, fines representing a value of e 125 thousand out of the total value of e 138 thousand of fines at receive result appeal from prefecture fit the control flow of the pattern, indicating that fines representing a value of e13 thousand which received a result for appeal were either not (yet) notified, or they have been sent for credit collection prior to the appeal.
Conclusions & Future Work
This paper presents a framework of utility functions and constraints for Local Process Models (LPMs) that allows for combinations of utility functions and constraints on different scopes: on the activity, event, trace, and model level. We formalize utility functions on each of the levels and provide examples of how they can be used. Finally, we show on real-life event logs that the utility functions and constraints can be used to discover insightful LPMs that cannot be obtained using existing support-based LPM discovery.
When a model e.g. allows for one execution of activity a while multiple executions of a are observed in the log, different alignments are possible depending on the choice of a for the synchronous move and the ones for log moves. However, these events do not necessarily have equal utility. Thus, the utility of the LPM depends on the alignment returned by the alignment algorithm. As future work, we plan to make alignments utility-aware, so that the optimal alignment leads to the highest LPM utility.
